This result is a generalization of a classical result for the unit circle (cf. e.g. [6, 8.14 p. 215] ). With the stronger hypothesis that (*) represents an integrable function for every choice of U = {£/Je@, the theorem was proved by Helgason [5] , His proof, as the proof of [2, Th. 4] , exploited the "lacunary" properties of a subset of the irreducible representations of @. Or, from another point of view, it was based on the fact that certain functions defined on © share some of the properties of Rademacher series (the reader should compare [6, 8.4, p. 213] with [5, (4.12), p. 279] and [2, Lemma 3] ). In effect, to obtain the main result of this paper we prove first that yet another property of Rademacher series [6, 8.3, p. 213 ] is shared by their noncommutative analogue (cf. Lemma 1, below) . To conclude the proof it is then necessary to apply some recent results of Edwards and Hewitt [1] on methods of pointwise summability for arbitrary compact groups. where A { is a ^ x d { matrix. The element of Haar measure on ® will be denoted by dV. The Schur-Peter-Weyl formula yields 
Proof. We first make the following observations. (a) If di ^ 2 then D t 0 A decomposes into two irreducible components. One is the identity; the other will be denoted by 
the second sum is over the representations of © which are not equivalent to any D itj .
From the Schur-Peter-Weyl formula we obtain Given ε > 0 it follows from the above and (c) that there is a finite set /,cί such that 
Hence we have
which proves the lemma. We now introduce some terminology which will be used in the rest of the paper and state the result of Hewitt and Edwards which will be used in the proof of the main theorem. Let G be an arbitrarycompact group and Γ the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. Proof. [1, 5.11, p. 216 and 3.5, p. 199 Proof. Since for some choice of {U y } (2.1) represents a function of L\G), A y = 0 except for 7 belonging to a countable set Y = {7,-}.
Therefore we can rewrite (2.1) as ΣΛ djTriUjA^Djix)).
We define for UeM and x e (?, f(x, U) = X djTriUjAjD^x)). Indeed as /(x, U) is integrable, it is bounded on a subset of positive measure of G x M lt Furthermore, given δ > 0, Egoroff ? s theorem [2, p. 88] 
Then for every
uniformly for (x,U) outside a set of measure less that δ/2 n and lim n f n (x, U) = /(x, U) uniformly outside a set of measure δ. As δ can be arbitrarily small we can find a set P of positive measure satisfying our requirements. Now let C be such that | f m (x, U) \ ^ C and |/(α?, U)\^C for (a?, Z7) e P. We let <x mi = lim % α m>n>i and we define a set of positive integers n m such that for i = 1, » ,m, |^w, %m>i -oc m j\ < (1/m) and I Λ(a, ί7) -Λ,» m (a?, f/) l< 1 for (α?, J7) e P. We let β mj = α^^.y and &»(&, E^) -/*.•.(«, U). Then lim/9 mi -1 for each j and | g m (x, U) \ ' C + 1 = C". We notice that ^m(α;, U) = ^dβ^TriU^D^x)) where the sum only extends over a finite number of i's. Since the measure of P is positive, Fubini's theorem implies that for some x e G the set P x = {?7e © : (x, U) e P} has positive measure. We fix such an x and consider the functions g m (x, U) as functions defined on ©.
With reference to the subset P x of © and ε = 1 we can find a finite subset FaΓ which satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 1. If we let gXx,U) = ^^dβ^TriU^D^x)) then |Λ(α, J7)| S C" for
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